cSavanna Adventures Liability and Damage Waiver
cSavanna Adventures (cSavanna) release of liability and property damage waiver is a requirement for use of
cSavanna property (vehicle). The undersigned acknowledges and agrees with the following:

Release of Liability

Initial

I understand this activity involves risks including severe injury or even death. I assume all risks associated.
I understand this waiver covers all activities indirectly or directly related to use of the vehicle during rental.
I indemnify cSavanna and hold cSavanna harmless from all claims, damages, injuries and expenses.
I am aware that wearing a life vest anytime I am in the vehicle and on water is recommended for safety.
I represent that I have the physical and mental skills and strength to operate the vehicle in a safe manner.

Damage Waiver

Initial

I assume all risks associated with renting equipment and vehicles from cSavanna and understand the limits of
such equipment regarding damages.
I assume responsibility of all equipment during rental period as well as all equipment of minors under my
supervision.
I assume all expenses associated with damages or loss of equipment during the rental period. I understand those
costs from the policy sheet and agree to pay upon completion of the rental.
I understand that any neglect of responsibility will result in prosecution.

Rules and Regulations

Initial

I have been provided the cSavanna policy sheet and understand all cSavanna Rules and Regulations
I understand that alcoholic beverages consumed while operating this vessel is illegal by law
I understand that littering in any public waterway or land is illegal by law.
I understand that all damages and injuries must be reported immediately.
I understand any misconduct or intentional misuse of the vessel during the rental period will result in a ban from
cSavanna Adventures.

Printed Name

Phone Number

Driver's License # and Issuing State

Email (optional)

Emergency Contact

Emergency Phone Number

Guardian's Name (if under 18)

Renter/Guardian Signature

Date

